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wide, both professionals, amateurs or plain farmers and foresters responded to my appeal and
kindly supplied rich material from desired areas. Among them were some superheroes and wish
to single out these Magnificent Five, viz. Stewart and Jarmila Peck (Ottawa), John S. Noyes
(London, U.K.), Paul Hanson (San Jose, Costa Rica), Rev. Anthony Watshan (Zimbabwe) and
Fred Bennett (formerly Trinidad). Without their help and generosity my collection would be
much deprived.
The success in building this large collection in just 30 years would be impossible without
the invention or development of new collecting tools and techniques. These technologies aimed
at mass sampling or collecting in specific microhabitats were products of joint effort of our team,
especially my dear colleague and friend, Dr. Henri Goulet. We also designed simple tools for
rapid retrieval of minute specimens from masses of samples, hereby increasing the productivity
as well as the quality of specimens.
In conclusion wish to formulate three proposals to enhance the importance of taxonomic research in biodiversity studies, viz.
create a continent-wide taxonomic network (Canada-US) ensuring continuity taxoI)
nomic expertise. In practical terms this means having for each major group one senior expert acting as trainer/teacher and at least two junior students as successors.
create a joint Canadian-US planning committee to prepare a long term, priorized plan
2)
of continuing expertise in taxonomy. ln Canada, specifically it means a creation of a program
similar to the
program in the US.
3)
create a continent-wide data base of residual material of biological specimens, especially from mass sampling. Many ongoing biodiversity projects will generate such material
which, in absence of centralized body, would be damaged or lost.
At the very end let me appeal, particularly to young students, to take the above challenges
seriously, with utmost vigour and elan, to devote most energy and intelligence to solving the
pressing problems of today's biodiversity crisis. Perhaps by trying harder we all will succeed and,
maybe, you will too, one day, get a Gold Medal. Good Luck!

The Heritage Lecture
Early Prairie Entomology and Entomologists
Paul Riegert
the beginning ... " the Good Book tells us there was a separation of the sea from the
land "and it was good." The continents were formed and the land was populated with a multitude
of beasts and the birds, including the insects. Geologists tell us that the continent of North
America appeared in the tropical equatorial region of Earth in the Carboniferous Era some 320
million years ago. Then it moved ever so slowly northward in the next 200 million years, through
various periods of time to its present location during the Cretaceous Era some 65 million years
ago. The Great Inland Sea with its muddy bottom, dried up, the flora and fauna changed and then
glaciation marked its passage by carving its indelible signature on the landscape, leaving behind
the remains that are the physical landmarks of the present era.
The insects that abounded were invariably confined within the ecological pallisades of
restricted ecosystems. In Westem Canada the largest distinctive system was that which encom
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demands that the govemment do something- get someone on hand to help the general population to not only understand what was going on, but also to do something about "getting rid" of the
pests that seemed to increase with every passing year.
The Entomological Branch of the federal Department of Agriculture- specifically James
Fletcher, his assistant Arthur Gibson, and his successor, C. Gordon Hewitt, - were aware that
more help was needed in the westem provinces to combat insect infestations and curb outbreaks.
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Of course, there was also the research to attend to. This involved- at least the spring
soil the
studies of wireworm populations to determine how
- the drudgery of
crop rotations, climatic factors, and tillage methods affected the survival and well-being of the
insects and the severity of damage to the farmers' crop. When the "Great Depression" settled on
the western world, it had a devastating effect on agriculture in western Canada. The drought conditions, when added to the severe distress of the economic situation, demanded that every effort
be made to maintain agricultural production at its highest possible level. Thus it was incumbent
upon all who were
with insects, to pay paramount attention to their control.
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there were other
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to
to curb the
of fall
willow leaf beetles, spruce aphids and several
insect pests.
This left Stewart free- despite the
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the Division
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By 1935, Harold McMai1on had
added to the staff at the DEL
He was
immediately assigned duties related to
with all other employees. The
had
and the prolonged
grasshoppers and intensified to the point
where more than
acres of land (1 ,562 square miles) were very severely infested and
49
acres (76,562 square miles) were threatened by variable densities of marauding
insects.
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tance in directing
instructing
in ways to
the pests, and inveshelp that came
the
public. When the
tigating every local complaint and call
events of the day are examined in retrospect, it was the prolonged outbreak grasshoppers the presence of entomologists and
especially from 1932 to 1939 - that
endeavour in the province. The need for
concerning the
and control of these
insects loomed large
in the minds of administrative
the
Branch, that they utilized to the fullest the authority given them by the Agricultural Pest'
Act of 1910, to increase the staff to meet the needs of the time. In 1939, Lloyd G. Putman joined
and Paul W.
the ranks of the "grasshopper fighters" at DEL Saskatoon, and Herman W.
Riegert in 1944.
The early entomologists, comprising the members the DEL
up the Second
World War, were the basic building blocks that resulted in the
science in the next two decades. The scientists, beginning with Alfred Cameron in 1917, through
to Paul W. Riegert in 1944, were steadily immersed in al\ aspects of the
insect
they were research personnel, they were weighted down with the immediate need to
serve the
This need was met by an intensive search for, and
a method
insect
be that chemical
a "quick fix" but
often than not it was
by cultural and biological
schemes that fitted into the daily routine agriculture as practiced by prairie
The DEL Indian Head had also increased in the number of staff and the duties that they
The
the Forest Insect Survey in 1940 added a cadre active worka multitude insects affecting shelterbelt plantiers that detailed the location and
in numbers of trained
and
ngs and ornamental trees. This facility also
workers the
eclipsed in the immediate post-war years to a viable and energetic
likes
which had never
been seen in the province. Added to this was the influx speto take part in expanded programs of
and
cial-expertise
at the DEL Saskatoon. They were all included in the
of
excellence, reaching a pinnacle of research which may well be regarded as the "Golden Age"
in Saskatchewan. But that is
story.

Guest Lecture
Entomology, Environment and Society
Dr. David Pimentel
College of Agriculture and Life Sciences
Cornell University, Ithaca,
In future decades,
will continue to play an important role in
secuunderstand the
security issues that we face, we need to
that the world
stands at
6 billion, with
than a quarter million
added
the population every day. Based
rates of increase, the world
is
double to more than 12 billion in less than 50 years (PRB , 1999).
rity.

Meanwhile,
than 3 billion humans are now malnourished
this is the
of hungry humans ever recorded in
(WHO, I 996)!
largest number and
reach 5
in future decades.
Conceivably, the numbers of malnourished
Reports from the
and Agriculture Organization the United
and the U.S.
Departrnent of Agriculture, as well as numerous other intemational organizations, further
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